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Gebhardt Development Welcomes “DarkHorse By Sal’s”  
to the CapEast Corridor Neighborhood 

Local bar/restaurant adds to live-work-play model 
 

(Madison, WI) – For Otto Gebhardt it was just a matter of time before Patrick DePula would get 
a restaurant located on East Washington Avenue.  
 
“I had been talking with Patrick (DePula) for years,” said Gebhardt, owner of Gebhardt 
Development. “Every time we saw each other I was encouraging him to move over to our 
neighborhood on East Washington Avenue. And believe it – timing is everything: That location 
was coming available with Sujeo moving out, and it was the right time for Patrick to get into 
that location. I believe everything happens for a reason.” 
 
Gebhardt is the developer of “The Constellation”, “The Galaxie” and “The Gebhardt Building” in 
the CapEast Corridor of downtown Madison, Wisconsin. All three buildings have added a live- 
work-play energy to the area with the addition of retail, commercial and residential spaces 
along the corridor. 
 
“Patrick and DarkHorse by Sal’s adds to the fabric of the community,” added Gebhardt. 
“Getting the right ‘fit’ was key, and Patrick is the perfect fit for our neighborhood. His food, 
culture, and energy all combine into who he is, and we’re thrilled they have joined the CapEast 
Corridor community!”  
 
“His new restaurant will be a great new asset to the Capital East District,” stated Gebhardt.   

DarkHorse by Sal's opened to the public for dinner February 18, 2020 in the ground level of 
“The Constellation”, a mixed-use ultra-modern high-rise in Madison’s East Capitol Corridor. 

DePula, who runs two Salvatore's Tomato Pies restaurants (Sun Prairie and Madison), has 
partnered with chefs John Jerabek and Jed Spink for DarkHorse by Sal’s at 10 N. Livingston 
Street, Madison. 
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